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If you're like me you're sick of the confusing credits/conversations in The Witcher 2
- so much so that you skipped through the credits (and through the corresponding
scenes) in Witcher 3. There's a mod to do this, but you'll need a mod manager to
install it. As of this moment this isn't really an error, but you can download and

install all of the mods without a problem. You should still install the Space bar mod
first to reduce its size. As of this moment, theres no official mod manager yet.

Unofficially, the mod tools have been distributed among the community, and many
sites and communities have picked one up and put it in place. Go to the Witcher
Enhanced Edition website and download the installer for the mod management
tool. Once you have it installed you can download the Skinz file, which will then

allow you to easily install the mods. This mod was originally modded to work with
The Witcher 2 Enhanced Edition and is designed to be safe and easy to use,

however, you will get all of the side effects of using mod tools without a custom
install. You may have to use a few different ones to use all of the things this mod

adds to the game. The Witcher 2 has six acts (the campaigns in roleplaying games)
with more than 40 quests each, and more than 300 quests in total. Also included in

this package is a quest which has been the most rewarding challenge in every
Elder Scrolls game Ive played so far, the Bloody Baron quest. This brings back

memories of playing a procedurally generated Skyrim at the time of porting Skyrim
to PC. Sadly, The Witcher 3 does not have something like The Bloody Baron quest,

but even with that disappointment it was still a great ride and tons of fun....
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As far as the in-game effects go, youre
able to talk to him and proceed with the

quest as intended. When imported in
Witcher 2, the game will consider Thaler
alive and will spawn the related NPCs.

The only downside is that youll have the
codex entry you unlocked upon his death.
Fixing this should be trivial, but honestly

its not worth the effort and changes
nothing (just look up the codex variations

on the Witcher wiki). The Witcher
Enhanced Edition is a combination of a

bunch of mods for a more realistic
experience. Its got a lot of great, hard-to-

make mods that really enhance the
gameplay experience. Ive been beta

testing the game for over a month and
there are still some bugs (like this one. If
your game crashes after a while, you can

try refreshing the mod. Dont forget to
quit the game when youre done!), but

most of the major bugs have been fixed.
There is the class mod, but youll have to
build it yourself. Some of the major mods
that come in this package are the potion

class mod, animated models, crown,
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weapon, and armor mods, but there are
hundreds of other mods in there. Youve
just got to install everything manually.

The coolest thing about this, is that
theres a lot of stuff you can do post-

launch. Youre able to change the size of
the inventory, create new skills

(schemes, enchantments, etc.), change
appearance, make choices regarding the

vibe of the game (zootopia, medieval,
fantasy, etc.), develop the relationship
with your companions, and become the
focus of the last chapter of the story.
However its being played on PC (The

Witcher Enhanced Edition 1.1.2).
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